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In all wars and disasters it is the disabled child that is the first to die; it is the disabled child
that is the first to get disease and infection; it is the disabled child that is the last to get
resources when they are handed out.
In
The morning of the 26 December 2004, was a bright warm and sunny. The hamlet of Navalady,
which is part of Batticaloa Town, facing out into the Bay of Bengal, on the East Coast of Sri Lanka
was engaged in the usual Sunday morning activities. As the palm trees swayed in the breeze,
Children were playing cricket on the white sand beach, mothers and girls doing the weekly
washing and cleaning the compounds of their small dwellings. Most of the men, fishermen,
where having the day off, fixing their nets, cleaning their small canoe boats, getting ready for a
very early start on Monday morning. Little did they know that Monday morning would never
dawn for many of them. At approximately 9:30 on that Sunday morning, 2 hours after a massive
earthquake in the India Ocean of the coast of Sumatra, on the other side of the Bay of Bengal, a 40
foot wall of water reared itself out of the ocean, without warning and engulfed the hamlet of
Navalady. Another 2 walls of water followed the first. In 15 minutes out of the 460 families that
lived in Navalady, 90 were left alive, although out of this 90, family members where missing or
dead. It’s Pre-school with attached unit for disabled children were washed away.
Just along the beach from Navalady was a Hindu Ashram, were 250 men, women and children
were worshiping. After the first wave hit, the Ashram and the 250 people were never seen again.
In Veloor Colony with its Pre-school and disabled children’s unit, situated next to a Sri Lankan
Army Camp, was ironically to some extent saved by the camp. With the initial waves crashing
into camp, allowing water only 5 feet high to wash into the dwellings of Veloor Colony.
Although the Pre-school and disabled unit structure was left intact, the school and certain areas
of the colony were surrounded by land mines, washed out from the mine field that encircled the
army camp.
The sea front at Kattunkudy, a Moslem Town just to the south of Batticaloa, has been severely
damaged; a school for disabled children in this area has been brutally broken; water supplies
were polluted.
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The scene in Batticaloa two days after the Tsunami hit.
Many stories like this can be told from all over the Indian Ocean Rim that was hit by the
Tsunami’s on that fateful day. In Batticaloa’s case, the sadness of that day runs even deeper. After
20 years of bloody civil war, 4 years of a cease-fire between Sri Lankan Government Forces and
the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam, who control over half of Batticaloa District and with
communities starting to pick themselves up again. Batticaloa was hit by the worst natural
Disaster in living memory, very much like pouring oil on to a fire.
After MENCAFEP’s visit to Batticaloa on the 28 December 2004, where the landscape in some
parts of Batticaloa looked as though an Atomic Bomb had been dropped on it. It was obvious that
MENCAFEP had to do something, as this community like many other communities was and is
going to take years to rebuild.
Even in so called normal times in the Developing World, the disabled are the forgotten, especially
the disabled child and her/his family. When a catastrophe hits, such as smashed into Sri Lanka,
then the plight of disabled children gets even more desperate.
In all wars and disasters it is the disabled child that is the first to die; it is the disabled child
that is the first to get disease and infection; it is the disabled child that is the last to get
resources when they are handed out. This was and is the main reason for setting up the
MENCAFEP, Batticaloa Project.
In the Batticaloa District, MENCAFEP has started to alleviate some of problems caused by the
Tsunami by setting up a Centre, satellite centres and an outreach programme.
For this second newsletter from the Land of the Singing Fish, MENCAFEP – Batticaloa would like
to take the reader on a journey through 2006. We hope the reader through these dairies will be
able to experience what MENCAFEP – Batticaloa has been involved in during this turmoil of a
year.
Now to the BATTICALOA DIARIES.
THE BATTICALOA DIARIES.
August/September 2006.
The months of August and September 2006 have seen the situation in Sri Lanka deteriorate from
a low intensity tit-for-tat conflict into full blown war of such viciousness that commentators on
the last 22 years of the civil war have not seen brutality like it. Sri Lanka and its warring factions,
mainly Government Forces and the LTTE, have been doing their utmost to contribute to a
syndrome that seems to sweeping the world during these past months; the syndrome being one
were the lunatics seem to have taken over the asylum!

Sri Lanka lies of the tip of the great sub-continent of India and is shaped like a tear drop. Possibly
for good reason; over the past 22 years many tears have fallen on the land once known as
Serendipity. As the civil war has raged, taken so many, destroyed so much and left those that
have survived the violence as shells of human beings. Since 2001 there has been a tentative ceasefire, but this started to unravel some six months into 2005, after the 2004 Boxing Day Tsunami
destroyed so much and took so many lives away. It would seem that not even a massive natural
disaster and human catastrophe could bring the two sides together - why? A good question that
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cannot be answered here as it needs to be seen in the context of Sri Lanka History and its Colonial
past. Suffice to say that the political and military leadership on both sides are so twisted, bent and
so out of touch with reality that it beggars belief. In this present moment in time they hate each
other with so much venom, that any humanity they had left has evaporated - no rules anymore,
only that of the jungle - humans (mainly men) have become animals, perhaps with that statement
I am insulting animals - sorry animals. Hence the viciousness of the crimes that have been
perpetrated over the last two months.
Bombs and assassinations in the Capital City Colombo; to date fighting between the Government
and the LTTE in the North and East of the country has caused over 3000 deaths, injured runs into
the several thousands. In fact figures from the Sri Lankan National Security web site show the
following:
Between the 1 December 2005 and 14 October 2006; 1,700+ LTTE have been killed and over 2000
wounded; the Government Security Forces have had 800+ killed with over 1700 wounded; 700+
civilians have been killed with just under 1000 wounded. How many of the civilian deaths are
women and children is any ones guess, although they are the most vulnerable, I suspect they
maybe quite high. Along with death and injuries over a two hundred thousand people have been
internally displaced. Eighty percent of the figures mentioned above have been accumulated over
the past two months.
In Mutthur a town just south of Trincomalee 17 Aid Workers, young men and women, working
for the French organisation Action against Hunger are executed, shot through the head, in their
office in Mutthur Town. Carpet bombing by the Sri Lankan Airforce of civilian areas held by the
LTTE, especially in the North of Batticaloa District, around Batticaloa Town, around Trincomalee
Town and the big area the LTTE control in the North called the Wanni has caused much
destruction and death. Resulting, in one of the worse atrocities of the past two months, when 61
school girls were killed when the Sri Lankan Air Force bombed a building in Mullaitivu, in the
Wanni, were school girls were meeting for First Aid classes. A Minister from the Sri Lankan
Government said today that the girls were being trained as child soldiers, therefore they could no
longer be classed as children, and were a legitimate target!!!!

The soft room at MENCAFEP – Batticaloa.
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MENCAFEP’s work in Batticaloa has been curtailed to some extent in so much as 1. The risk of
travelling from Nuwara Eliya to Batticaloa and return can be an ordeal; harassment by the
security forces; the possibility of getting caught up in the fighting. 2. The British Embassy has
advised all UK Nationals not to travel to the North and the East and those living and working
there to move out immediately! Ranji and Chris, continue to travel to Batticaloa to support and
monitor the project. The MENCAFEP staff’s living in Batticaloa is continuing to run the
MENCAFEP centre and the Ozanam - MENCAFEP Social Care Centre.
The MENCAFEP – Batticaloa Educational Centre is finished, along with the kitchen and security
post. The Pre-school is on the verge of being finished, water, electricity has been connected; the
road ways and path ways are in place; land has been cleared and a fruit farm has been planted. It
is planned to officially open the Batticaloa - MENCAFEP Centre on an auspicious day in January
2007. According to Hindu tradition it is bad luck to open anything between the two major
festivals of Diwali – October 21 2006 and Thai Pongal January 14 2007. Therefore the parents and
staff in Batticaloa have chosen January 20 2007 for the opening.

MENCAFEP – Batticaloa Educational Unit.
Other problems being faced over the past months are the government’s harassment foreigners
working for NGO's in the North and East. Threatening to revoke visas if they have not signed
with this Ministry or that Ministry, basically you need to jump through this hoop and then that
hoop. Apparently you now need a Work Permit to work in the North and East, to date no
foreigner who works in the North and East has been issued with a work permit! Press censorship
is also being muted, which also a sign that things are not to good!
As the world sits and watches this human communal psychosis happen in various parts of the
world, as in our context here in Sri Lanka. As we allow situations like I have mentioned above go
on and as some of us who have been in Sri Lanka for many years and are now experiencing our
fourth Eelam War (as it is called in Sri Lanka), as well as the JVP uprisings of the late 80's, we
must seriously start to question our sanity. Why do we stay? Why do we get ourselves involved?
Why do watch the madness go on around us and then try and clean up the mess when some sort
of sanity prevails again?
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And I do ask myself on many occasions over the last months, can I and my family go through
another war?! Can my mind and body handle it? The answer is that I do not know!
Although the innocents of the lunacy in Sri Lanka maybe shells of there former selves, as you

Vocational Training at the Ozanam – MENCAFEP satellite centre.
watch the Sri Lankan people try and come back again and again, after knockdown, after
knockdown, especially watching those in the war zone. Trying to make a go of it, after being hit
by several wars and a Tsunami, you can only admire and praise their courage. Courage so strong
that it will only leave them when the last breathe leaves the body! Watching this courage is
maybe why we stay!?
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MENCAFEP – Batticaloa Inclusive Pre – School.

Or perhaps it is as I have said on few occasions; in all wars and disasters it is the disabled child,
especially the intellectually disabled child that is the first to die; it is the disabled child, especially
the intellectually disabled child that is the first to get disease and infection; it is the disabled child,
especially the intellectually disabled child that is the last to get resources when they are handed
out.
I believe that a society can only call itself a compassionate society, when it can look after it’s most
vulnerable with dignity. I know that in Sri Lanka that ideal is very far from the mark. But maybe
someday if we keep scratching away we may make a hole and someday the hole becomes a
valley etc., etc. If one day that Sri Lanka can take care of its most vulnerable, then that maybe the
day when their is no more war in Sri Lanka!?
As Sri Lanka looks further into the chasm of its own making, we wait to see what horrors
tomorrow will bring. And hope that the blood lust that has started will soon abate and what ever
counts as normal in Sri Lanka will return. Then we get on with trying to clean up the mess, until
the next time!
Results.








Continuing construction of MENCAFEP - Batticaloa Centre.
Over 200 disabled children and their families identified.
Network established.
Networking continuing.
Social Centre constructed and operational for satellite project.
MENCAFEP training courses continued.
MENCAFEP – Batticaloa School and Centre continues to function 30 children and their
families.
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October/November/December 2006.
As with August and September, the last 3 months of the year brought more death and
destruction to Sri Lanka, with the main suffers of this collective madness being the civilian
population. The East of Sri Lanka is in a complete mess; Sri Lankan Government Air Raids on
LTTE areas everyday, with shelling and skirmishes. (As this part of the diary is being written in
the middle of January 2007, due to the above the LTTE are retaliating with suicide bombers
blowing up public buses in and around Colombo and the south of Sri Lanka; killing dozens of
civilians and injuring many more.) During these months thousands of refugees are now all over
the East of Sri Lanka, with 15,000 trapped in Vakari (LTTE area) with no food supplies for over a
month. The UN is saying that the area is on the verge of a humanitarian disaster. Overall the
situation in the East is not safe and to say the least highly unpredictable.

MENCAFEP – Batticaloa at play.
When travelling to the East a lot of thought and planning is needed, of the many ‘things to be
taken into consideration apart from the complete unpredictability of the situation; bombings and
fighting could block the roads for hours or a day, or even worse you could get caught up in it, a
hartal (unofficial curfew called by one of the warring factions) maybe called trapping you in
Batticaloa for days.
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MENCAFEP – Batticaloa Centre.

Results.
 MENCAFEP - Batticaloa Centre construction of educational unit, inclusive pre-school,
kitchen and security hut completed, along with fruit farm.
 Social Care Centre under construction.
 Over 350 disabled children and their families identified and helped.
 Network established.
 Networking continuing.
 Social Care Centre at the Ozanam satellite project operational and doing well.
 MENCAFEP training courses continued.
 MENCAFEP – Batticaloa School and Centre continues to function with 40 children and
their families.
January/February/March 2007.
As we moved into the New Year hoping that 2006 was behind us and the situation had to get
better for the sake of the country as a whole, the fighting, shelling and air raids reached new
levels. Over the last three months there has been a concerted effort by the Sri Lanka Government
to basically tear up the Cease Fire Agreement and push at all costs and they mean at all costs, the
LTTE out of the Eastern Provinces.
It’s very hard to explain and describe when you are sat in the middle of Batticaloa Town at
7:00pm. When from the Football Stadium opposite you, multi barrelled rocket launchers explode
into action. Shaking you, your chair and table across the floor and lighting up the night sky with
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its white phosphorus traces that once they have propelled its pay load drop on the roofs of the
houses in its flight path. This does not happen once or twice, this lasts all night and toward the
end of March all day and all night. Along with the many other types of ordinance that the Sri
Lankan Military posses; the many variety of mortars, BOOM, BOOMING giving you a constant
headache and with the long range guns pounding out their metal of death, Batticaloa is the place
to be seen these days.
With this intense bombardment and the follow-up air raids on territory controlled by the LTTE,
mass displacement has taken place, both from the North of Batticaloa District and the West.
Batticaloa Town has become a mass refugee camp, with the towns’ population doubling by
150,000 people; 60,000 children are without schooling. This is due to two main causes; schools
have been taken over as refugee centres and because of the constant launching of rockets, mortars

Photo by Will Baxter.

Displaced children in one of Batticaloa’s many refugee camps
and shells from the centre of town, passing over schools; the fear it in-stills in children already
traumatised by years of war; means children not sleeping at night; head-aches and vomiting
caused by the incessant loud noises, which has lead to parents keeping their children away from
school and school closing.
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Photo by Will Baxter.

Children in the Batticaloa refugee camps.
Several months ago the Sri Lankan Government wanted the heads of all INGO’s (International
Non-Governmental Organisation) and NGO’s (Non-Governmental Organisation), threatening to
throw several out of the country. Saying they were siding with the LTTE; they were being too
critical of Government policy and ‘most surprisingly’, to critical of the human rights abuses that
continue to go unchecked in Sri Lanka. However, if it was not for the INGO/NGO community
the Internally Displaced flooding into Batticaloa over these months would be in a more dire
situation than they are at the moment. The same INGO’s/NGO’s harassed and vilified by the
Government have provided shelter, food; water and sanitation for the thousands who have no
were else to go. In the past three months there are some families that have moved four or five
times along the Eastern Coast line as the fighting have intensified and land fought over has
changed hands.
The Agencies dealing with the human exodus, although trying to provide the basics, have in
many instances been overwhelmed. As the humanitarian crisis in Batticaloa has increased over
the weeks; camps and centres over crowded; sanitation breaking down and with the agencies
saying over the next few weeks they will be struggling to provide enough food for the numbers
of people they are working with, along with them finding enough funds to keep their work
going; the situation is going to get worse before it gets better.
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MENCAFEP – Batticaloa Pre-school children with staff.
This brings me to the massive amount of armaments that have and are being used during these
months. One rocket launched from the multi-barrelled launcher costs hundreds of thousands of
rupees, to buy one costs billions of rupees, plus the cost of shells, bombs and mortars. Yet they
are children in the camps and walking around Batticaloa that go without having a decent meal
for days!
Colombo, the capital of Sri Lanka is awash with arms dealers, selling to both sides, with both
sides seemingly having the dollars to buy from these grim reapers. As a population because of its
ethnic grouping is being made to suffer, yet again, because the Government and majority
population believe that the LTTE can be defeated militarily. The fourth largest army in the world,
India, tried the same thing in 1987 – 90 and they were brought to their knees. The International
Community has told both parties that the only way forward is dialogue, compromise and
reconciliation. The Sri Lankan Government for reasons known only unto itself seems to be set on
a scorched earth policy, no matter what the cost is. The LTTE as it is pushed out of the
countryside it controls seems set for a guerrilla war of hit and run. While its suicide bombers
(Black Tigers) will look to bring economic and civilian chaos to the rest of the country.
Perhaps the other points to mention during these past three months are that in February
International diplomats and heads of UN Agencies, including the Italian and USA Ambassador,
were visiting Batticaloa, by helicopter, on a fact finding mission. As the helicopter was landing
the Sri Lankan Army started shelling LTTE positions on the outskirts of Batticaloa Town. The
LTTE then fired a mortar back, it landing near the helicopter injuring several personnel,
including the Italian and American Ambassadors. Child conscription continues unabated by the
LTTE and the Karuna Group (paramilitary group working with Government Forces).
Malnutrition in some parts of Batticaloa is raising its ugly head and this can only get worse if the
situation continues as it is. Arbitrary abductions and disappearances occur on a daily basis,
mainly by the Karuna Group, with the collusion of the Sri Lankan Security Forces, as they
squeeze their grip on Batticaloa. Six weeks ago the MENCAFEP – Batticaloa driver was abducted
by the Karuna Group at the Centre. He was kept in one of their camps for two days, badly beaten
and then released. Apparently there was a personal problem in his family and the Karuna Group
were acting as the ‘Moral Police’!
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Now for some good news – MENCAFEP opened its new purpose built centre in Batticaloa on
January 20, with 51 children and their families and apart from two weeks, when the driver was
abducted, we have managed to keep the centre going, even with all the mess mentioned above.
We have now 2 satellite centres up and running, one at the Batticaloa Hospital was we have
registered 450 children and their families. The Ozanam Social Care Centre for 12 intellectually
Challenged young women. On April 9 we are about to set up our third satellite centre in a
Muslim Town some 45 minutes north of Batticaloa Town.

Staff working with children at MENCAFEP – Batticaloa.
So with all the sadness and tragedy surrounding us these past months, praise and many thanks
must go to all the MENCAFEP staff, especially those in Batticaloa and those who travel from
Nuwara Eliya support them. Their courage has kept a star shinning in a very dark sky and
perhaps as time goes on it will light up more dark corners and eventually, maybe let the sunshine
once more on a land that has seen to much darkness, to much blood and to many tears.
This newsletter is dedicated to the MENCAFEP staffs that have shown so much courage and
bravery, believing beyond hope that if they can help children with mental and physical problems
deal and come through what can only be called a living hell at the moment. It may inspire others
to come through it with dignity.
Results.








MENCAFEP - Batticaloa Centre opened with 51 children and their families.
Social Care Centre under construction.
Over 450 disabled children and their families identified and helped.
Network established.
Networking continuing.
Social Care Centre at the Ozanam satellite project operational and doing well.
MENCAFEP training courses continued.

CONCLUSION.
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The above diary, and previous diary gives a reflection on what has been happening in Batticaloa
and the East of Sri Lanka, were MENCAFEP has been working since the Tsunami of 2004. Along
with issues that have been and are being faced by the MENCAFEP – Batticaloa Project.
The year 2006 and early 2007 has seen Sri Lanka slip more into the abyss, and not to much time
before there is no way out of the abyss. The people in the East are in dire straights with not a lot
to look forward too, be it present or future. The sadness and perhaps sickest part of it all seems to
be that the Leaders of the warring factions don’t seem to care about were the country is heading,
or what is going to happen to its people, especially Sri Lanka’s future – its children!
The affect that the December 2004 Tsunami had on Batticaloa District was devastating. Along
with the war and violence the problems that have been thrown up are immense. One of the most
serious problems to emerge is disability and especially intellectual disability among children and
young people. The Tsunami and the war have shown what a very vulnerable group they are and
how little was being done for them in Batticaloa District.
With the help and kindness of Terre des hommes – Netherlands, MENCAFEP has been able in
just over two years to put intellectual disability on the map and on the agenda in Batticaloa
District. Without the support of Terre des hommes - Netherlands this would not have been
possible. From MENCAFEP – Batticaloa and the families and children connected to MENCAFEP
– Batticaloa we say many, many thanks for your help, kindness and support.

MENCAFEP – Batticaloa at work.
Chris Stubbs.
MENCAFEP
Batticaloa April 2007.
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